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Abstract: The assembly base is a permanent building site, where the elements of the track panel are assembled. It is characterized by large 

dimensions and weights of the processed parts and the final product. The report is based on observation and measurements of the existing 

assemble base in Kazichane and possibilities of modern computer technologies for modeling and simulation of the operation of the 
individual crane track elements. The unique of the studied crane track is that the rails are joined to half-sleepers lying on 1 m distance, not 

to a continuous beam, like in crane tracks in industry, and that the using materials are typical for the railway superstructu re. 
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1. Introduction 

The mechanized renewal and construction of new railway lines 

in Bulgaria is most often done in a unit way. From the point of view 
of the railway, it includes:  

 complete renewal of the rail-traverse grill or construction 

of a new railway track; 

 screening of the ballast prism, delivery and addition of 

new crushed stone with the required fraction if necessary; 

 repair, restoration or rehabilitation of drainage facilities - 

gutters, bridges, drainages and ditches. Construction of 
new drainage facilities; 

 reconstruction of existing and construction of new 

retaining walls; 

 construction of a protective layer to the ground, as it is 

possible to use the existing sieved ballast for this purpose; 

 repair of weak points on the ground surface or ground 

base, etc.  

2. Location and role of railway track assembly 

bases 

The railway track assembly bases are open construction sites, 

where works on installation and dismantling of the rail-traverse 
grate of the railway, storage of the new rails, sleepers and fasteners 

are carried out. They are part of the process of renewal, 
reconstruction and new construction of railways in a unit way, 

including the construction of a non-stop railway [1]. During the 
construction of a rail track without welds, they are used for 

assembling the rail-traverse units with inventory rails, delivery and 

storage of the inventory rails and new reinforced concrete sleepers.  

The railway track assembly bases are part of the critical 
infrastructure serving the railways. In some assembly bases, in 

addition to the new units and the materials for their assembly, 
reinforced concrete sleepers are also stored. On the territory of 

Bulgaria there are 5 railway track assembly bases, shown in fig. 1, 
at the state enterprise "Transport Construction and Restorution".  

They are at a distance of over 200 km from each other with the idea 

to achieve optimal service at any point of the railway network. 

 
Fig. 1 Map of the railway track assembly bases 

 

The railway track assembly bases Mezdra, Odarne and 
Razdelna are along the 2nd railway line - Sofia-Varna. Kazichene 

base is on the 1st line - Sofia-Svilengrad, and Bezmer base (Yambol 
region) is along the 8-th railway line - Plovdiv-Burgas.  

The basic device on such a railway track assembly basis is 

given in fig. 2. 

In the present study is considered in detail the railway track 

assembly base Kazichene, fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 2 The basic device on railway track assembly basis 

 

The Kazichene railway track assembly center is located next to 

the Kazichene station.  

It was built in 1975 and since then it has been used for 
assembling the rail-traverse grate of the railway and storing the 

necessary rails, traverses fig. 4 and fasteners. 

 

 
Fig. 3 The railway track assembly base Kazichene 
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Currently Kazichene base is served by 2 gantry cranes and a 
total of 6 are available in the base.  

 

 
Fig. 4 Storage of new ST6 sleepers at Kazichene base 

 

The cranes have an opening (transverse distance between the 

legs) 9.15 m. Equipped with electric motors driving the crane itself 
and the crane trolley.  

In the base, in addition to the new units and materials for their 

assembly, reinforced concrete sleepers are also removed from the 

road, Fig. 5 [2].  

 
Fig. 5 Storage of used reinforced concrete sleepers in Kazichene base 

An interesting application of some of the reinforced concrete 
sleepers removed from the road was found in fig. 6. The sleepers 

are used as pavement on the road on which the trucks supplying the 
base move. Despite the passage of heavy machinery, the road is in 

good condition.  

 

 

Fig. 6 Heavy road in operation at Kazichene assembly base 

 

Another application of the used sleepers is given in fig. 7, as a 

loading and unloading site [3].   

 

 
Fig. 7 Loading and unloading platform of reinforced concrete sleepers 

3. Crane road - features 

The track on which the gantry cranes move is a guide consisting 
of: 

 rails 49E1 fig. 8 with a length of 25 m, 

 "K" type fasteners, 

 wooden half-beams fig. 9, located in 1 m and 

 ballast prism. 

 

Fig. 8 Rails 49E1 with a length of 25 m 

 

These are rails elements typical of a conventional railway. The 
track gauge is 9.15 m. Along its entire working length, the road is 

located in a straight section.  

No lateral wear of the rails is observed fig. 9, rotation of the 
fasteners and different wear of the flanges Fig. 10 of the crane 

wheels. It can be said that horizontal forces transverse to the axis of 
the road do not lead to visible deformations and additional wear.  

Due to the large track gauge, the road under each of the crane 

legs can be considered as a separate structure.  

 

   
Fig. 9 Condition of rails and half-beams 
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Fig. 10 Wheel condition: flanges and rim 

 

The wooden half-beams and the ballast prism in which they are 
located give the necessary stability to the road. The general 

condition of the road is good. Significant contamination of the 
ballast prism can be noted. 

The crane wheels have double flanges fig. 11 and electric motor 
drive. The motors are powered by a separate cable route attached to 

a metal structure. 

   
Fig. 11 Wheels with double flanges, electric motor and gearbox 

 

The power supply is done with a suspended cable network 

fig.12. 

 
Fig. 12 Wheels with double flanges, electric motor and reducer 

 

It can be said that the construction used for crane construction is 

suitable and with a guaranteed long service life. This construction 

may serve as a basis for the development of other types of crane 
tracks.  

4. Prospects for development 

The tendency is to increase the weight of the processed loads 

due to the need to put in the railway heavier type rails, traverses 
with higher weight and density. This means increasing the required 

load capacity of the cranes and more working hours. The 

construction of the crane track is related to these parameters.  

To increase the stability and strength of the road, wooden half-
beams can be replaced with reinforced concrete ones. In this 

situation, the stiffness of the road increases and it should be 
monitored how the bending moment in the rail changes. In fig. 13 is  

shown the digital model of the road, and a study of the current use 

of wooden and reinforced concrete half-beams. The load 
corresponds to a crane with a lifting capacity of 12.5 t [4]. 

 
Fig. 13 3D road model and moment diagram 

Most of the processes are mechanized, but there are also a large 

number of manual operations and processes. Hard physical labor is 

currently being replaced by mechanization, but it is not at the level 
of industrial production. There is a possibility for automation and 

robotics of production. Most of the operations are monotonous and 
repetitive. They can be automated and robotic in a modern 

industrial line. Moreover, such already exist in the world. For 
example, all-in-one train replacement trains. 

5. Conclusions 

The review of the condition of the assembly bases available to 
the state enterprise "Transport Construction and Reconstruction" in 

our country leads to the following conclusions:  

 the bases are functional, but in poor condition due to lack of 

funding and targeted investments;  

 The bases have huge reserves for the implementation of 

automation and industrial robotics. 
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